Creating a Strategy to Drive Savings and Transform your Procurement Process
Procurement
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What’s A Social Goal?

- Environmentally Preferred Purchasing
- Local Preference
- MBE/WBE/DVBE Participation
- Minimum / Prevailing / Living Wages
- Political Policies
- All of the Above
Example of “Social Goal”

WHEREAS, tropical rainforests are being destroyed at a rate of 50,000 acres per day and rainforests larger than the State of California are disappearing from the earth yearly;

Be it so resolved, The City of Santa Clarita shall not purchase any item or product which has originated in part or in whole from any tropical hardwood species listed in this section, nor shall any City sponsored event utilize such products, nor shall City Public Works contractors utilize such products.
San Francisco Zero Waste Program

Example of “Social Goal”

Establishes goal of zero waste by 2020 and has achieved an 80% land-fill diversion rate with environmental and social benefits.

Requirements for:

- Construction debris removal
- Multiple trash receptacles
- Composting sites
- Junk Mail removal
- City Educational Programs
What are Your Goals?

How are they balanced with a tough fiscal year and COVID19?
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To support all stakeholders in leveraging and utilizing a cooperative procurement strategy to best serve the public good.